
 

Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures  
(Amended: June 10, 2014) 

Section Ⅰ: General Provisions 
1. By enrolling at the Xiamen University, All students are expected to obey the Education Law of The People's 

Republic Of China, Higher Education Law of the People's Republic of China, the’s Student Management 
Rules in Common Colleges and Universities of Ministry of Education, the rules and regulations of Xiamen 
University. A student who enrolls at the university is charged with the obligation to conduct himself or herself 
in a manner compatible with the University’s function as an educational institution.   

2. “Student” in the Code shall include: any person registered in Xiamen University for courses or research, 
whether or not a candidate for degree, diploma, or certificate; person once registered in the University who 
are under suspension from the University.  

3. Where a student’s conduct interferes with the use or utilization of the University facilities, the Disciplinary 
Officer may initially meet with student in order to inquire into a possible violation of an article of this Code. 

4. Students have a right to have this Code as well as all other policies and regulations adhered to, in order to 
ensure a safe and positive learning environment. Students have a right to procedural fairness in the 
investigation and determination of responsibility as it relates to this Code. These rights include: the right to a 
fair hearing including being made aware of and given an opportunity to respond to, correct or contradict any 
evidence available; the right to appeal.  

Section Ⅱ: Disciplinary Sanctions 
5. Disciplinary Sanctions include: 

1) Warning; 
2) Severe warning; 
3) Demerit Record on Academic Transcript; 
4) Conduct Probation With Terms and Conditions; 
5) School Expulsion; 

6. Conduct probation normally takes normally one year counting from the enforcement of the punishment. The 
disciplinary officer is responsible for the students’ assessment. During probation: 
1) Students who are assessed this sanction will be removed from conduct probation automatically upon 

expiration of the probationary period. 
2) If students have excellent performance , they may apply to remove from conduct probation earlier, but at 

least 6-month probation is mandatory; 
3)  Further violations may result in expulsion.  
4)  For graduate with conduct probation, at least 6-months probation is mandatory. 

7. For students who violate Chinese civil law and constitute a criminal offence with criminal penalties will be 
expelled. If free from criminal penalties, they will be given conduct probation or more serious sanctions 
depending on the nature of crime. 
For students who violate The Law of the People's Republic of China on Public Security Administration 
Punishments and get supervision penalties for public security, University will give severe written warning 
sanctions or above depending on the severity of conduct. 



 
8. Disciplinary officer may issue mitigated sanctions or waive the sanctions, in the following circumstances: 

1) when the conducts have limited impact on the right or academic experience of others; 
2) students actively admit and correct the mistake without delay; 
3) students actively cooperate with the investigation; 
4) students were actually coerced or induced by others; 
5) students play a secondary or supplementary role in common violations; 

9. Disciplinary officer may issue more serious sanctions in the following circumstances: 
1) With severe adversely consequences or odious nature; 
2) Refusing to admit mistake; 
3) Intimidating or instigating others to violate disciplines; 
4) Playing a major role in common violations; 
5) Colluding with school outsiders; 
6) Falsification, destruction and hiding of evidence; 
7) Hampering others to disclose, report and give testimony or taking revenge on prosecutor and witness; 
8) Repeatedly violations without any changes. 

10. Students with disciplinary offence causing damages to the nation, group and individuals in terms of property, 
reputation or injury shall apologize, restore property to original form, or pay for damages. 

11. For students with disciplinary violations, even they get waive from sanctions after application, within one 
year from the date of disciplinary, their eligibility for scholarships or any honorary title will be cancelled and 
they cannot serve as leaders in the students union. 
 

Section Ⅲ: Prohibited Conduct and Sanctions 

A. Public Order Offences 
 
12. No student shall violate the constitution and the four cardinal principles, destruct the stability and unity of the 

country. Otherwise, the student will be issued a demerit record or above depending on the severity of the 
offence. 

13. No student shall obtain, access or disclose national confidential information,.Otherwise, the student will be 
issued a demerit punishment or above depending on the severity of the offence. 

14. No student shall violate national laws and regulations, picketing and demonstrating without permission, 
which caused adverse effects or consequences. Otherwise, the student will be issued a severe warning 
sanctions or above depending on the severity of the offence.. 

15. No student shall organize, and participate superstitious sects, secret societies and evil organizations, which 
disrupted public order. Otherwise, the student will be issued given a demerit punishment or above depending 
on the severity of the offence.. 

16. No student shall organize, threaten, and tricking others to attend Multi-level marketing activities. Otherwise, 
the student will be issued a demerit punishment or above depending on the severity of the offence; for those 
people participating in these activities but refuse to cease after communication with disciplinary officer, the 
student will be issued severe written warning sanction.  

17. Student will be issued conduct probation depending on the severity of conducts in following circumstances: 
1) The production, transportation, duplication, selling and renting of pornographic materials such as 

pornographic books, periodicals, pictures, films, audio-visual products or using internet, telephone and 
other communication tools to spread pornographic information; 



 
2) Prostitution or whoring; 
3) Taking or injecting drugs; 

 

B. Infringement of personal rights 
18. No student shall assault another person, threaten another person. If such conducts result in bodily harm or 

damage to such person’s property, a demerit sanction will be issued. If such conducts have no adversely 
consequence, a severe written warning will be issued.  

19. No student shall assault or threaten another person, even unintentionally. Otherwise, a demerit sanction will 
be issue even if such conduct does not breaking the law.  

20. No student shall falsely claim, hide, scrap or open other’s message, documents or mail without authorization. 
Otherwise, a demerit disciplinary action or below depending on the severity of conducts will be issued  

21. No student shall infringe another’s privacy by stealing, peeping and candid. Otherwise, a probation sanction 
or below will be issued, depending on the severity of conduct.. 
No student shall disseminate another’s confidential information. Otherwise, a demerit punishment or above 
will be issued depending on the severity of the conducts. If the student discloses personal information on the 
purpose of profit, a much heavier sanction will be issued. 

22. No student shall physical abuse, threaten, intimidate another which cause adverse consequences, Otherwise, a 
severe warning sanctions will be issued depending on the severity of the conduct.. 

23. No student shall harass, sexually or otherwise, another person by language, text, video, picture or body 
behaviors with adverse consequences, Otherwise, a severe warning sanction or above will be issued 
depending on the severity of conduct..  

24. No students shall threaten or endanger the health or safety of any persons by writing letter or other methods, 
which causes adverse consequences. a severe warning punishment or above depending on the severity of 
conduct will be issued..  

C. Violations of Public or Private Properties 
 
25. No student shall thieve public or private property. if the value is less than ￥600,  a severe warning sanction 

or below depending on the severity of conduct will be issued.; if the value is between￥600 and ￥3000, a 
demerit punishment will be issued; If the value is more than ￥3000, a probation or more sanctions 
depending on the severity of conduct will be issued.. 
Student with repeated theft of public or private properties will be issued heavier punishments. 

26. No student shall rob, and racketeer public or private property. Otherwise, a demerit punishment or above will 
be issued depending on the severity of conduct.. For robbery over ￥1000, racketeering properties over 
￥2000, and fraud of properties over ￥3000, a probation or above shall be issued depending on the severity 
of conduct.. 

27. No student shall harboring, destroying, shifting stolen properties on purpose, a severe warning punishment or 
above will be issued depending on the severity of conduct.. 

28. No student shall misappropriation or misuse of public funds. If the value is less than ￥600, a severe warning 
punishment or below will be issued depending on the severity of conduct.; if the value is more than ￥600, a 
demerit punishment or above will be issued depending on the severity of conduct.. 

29. No student shall intentionally destroying public or private property causing losses or odious nature. Otherwise, 
a severe warning punishment or above shall be issued depending on the severity of conduct.. For fault damage 
of public or private property, thereby causing greater loss, a demerit punishment or below shall be issued 



 
depending on the severity of conduct.. 

D. Violating School Orders 
30. A warning sanction will be issued to the student who has been absent of class for more than 30 hours in one 

semester; A severe warning sanction will be issued if the student has accumulated 40 hours of class absence in 
one semester; a demerit sanction will be issued if the student has been absent for class for more than 50 hours; 
teachings hours will be calculated based on curriculum schedule.    

31. No student shall leaves school for more than 4 consecutive days without permission in one semester. If the 
student refuses to correct after warning, probation or below will be issued depending on the severity of 
conduct. 
Legal holidays and school holidays are not included in the calculation of the consecutive days 

32. No student shall in the course of an examination obtain or attempt to obtain information from another student. 
Otherwise, a demerit punishment or above will be given depending on the severity of conduct.. 
No student shall represent oneself as another or have oneself represented by another in the taking of an 
examination. No students shall organize cheating, use electric equipment to cheat and other more severe 
cheating behaviors. Otherwise, .a probation or above will be issued  
No student shall violating exam rules and disciplines. Otherwise, a probation or below will be issued.   

33. A severe warning or above will be issued if the student has violated academic morality and academic integrity 
during academic activities with the following conducts. If it is related to academic dissertation, a more serious 
sanction will be issued. In exceptional circumstances when the disciplinary officer has reasonable grounds to 
believe that the student’s continued presence is detrimental to good academic order, an expulsion will be 
issued..  
1) Plagiarizing and embezzling others’ academic achievements;  
2) Falsifying others’ academic achievements; 
3) Plagiarizing or falsifying data, documents and fabricating information; 
4) Make counterfeit notes; 
5) Signing on other's academic achievements when there isn’t any participation in the creation; 
6) Using others’ signature inappropriately without permission; 
7) Purchasing, selling or organizing trade of thesis; 
8) Hiring others to write, ghostwriting for others or organizing ghostwriting essays; 
9) Other violations of academic integrity and academic morality. 

34. No student shall cheat in the academic, cultural and sport competition inside and outside school with adverse 
consequence. Otherwise, a severe warning or above will be issued depending on the severity of conduct.  

35. No student shall violate the rules and regulations in the classroom, lab, library, and computer room. If such 
conducts cause serious consequences, a warning will be issued. If there is serious consequences a severe 
warning or above will be issued depending on the severity of conduct. 
For those who take instrument and equipment, inflammable and explosive materials, dangerous experimental 
drugs out of lab, more severe sanctions will be issued. 

E. Violations of School Public Orders 
36. Disciplinary proceedings may be initiated against any student for any of the following acts or violations of 

school orders : 
1) No student shall trigger conflict, which has the consequence of fighting individually or with a group. 

Otherwise, a demerit sanction or below depending on the severity of conduct will be issued.; 
2) No student shall assault another person. Otherwise, a demerit sanction or below will be issue if no bodily 



 
harm has occurred; a demerit punishment or above will be issued if such conduct cause any bodily harm.  

3) No student shall deliberately provide tools for others’ fighting. Otherwise, a severe warning sanction will 
be issued if no injury occurs. ; while a demerit sanction or above will be issued if injury occurs; 

4) No student shall instigate another to fight. Otherwise, a severe warning sanction or above will be issued 
depending on the severity of conduct.  

5) No student shall revenge another after fighting is over or make the condition worsen. Otherwise, a 
demerit sanction or above will be issued depending on the severity of conduct.  
No student shall organize, plan and manipulate the fighting or hurt others with weapons. Otherwise, more 
severe sanctions will be issued. 

37. No student shall organize and instigate a demonstration, including a rally or picketing. Otherwise, a demerit 
sanction or above will be issued depending on the severity of conduct.  

38. No student shall organize or participate in gambling. Otherwise, a severe warning sanction or above will be 
issued depending on the severity of conduct. 

39. No student shall, in a University context, knowingly create s condition that unnecessarily endangers or 
threatens or undermines the health, safety, well-being, or dignity of another person or persons, threatens the 
damage or destruction of property. Whether or not the student is drunk, a probation sanction or below will be 
issued depending on the severity of conduct.  

40. No student shall violate the rules and regulations of dorm. If the student refuses to correct after warms, a 
warning sanction or above will be issued in following situations: 
1) Student stays out all night without permission or violates related regulations on staying off-campus; 
2) Student accommodates school outsiders; 
3) Student illegally occupy others’ beds or hinder others from hostel; 
4) Student shelters animal in the dorm; 
5) Student personally runs business or help others’ business, which disturb dorm orders; 
6) Student violates university's rest schedule; 
7) Student uses naked flames or burn in the dorm; 
8) Student throws rubbish from upstairs which cause potential safety hazard; 
9) Student stores dangerous goods such as inflammable, explosive, toxic, strong corrosive or strong 

radioactive things, etc. 
10) Students breaks rules and regulations such as connecting wires, using electrical appliances with high 

power or heating element exposed, use electrical overload; 
11) Students violate others rules and regulations of the dorm; 

41. No student shall rent the room or bed in the dorm. Otherwise, a warning punishment or above will be issued 
depending on the severity of conduct. 

42. No student shall cohabit with the boyfriend or girl friend in the dorm. Otherwise, a demerit or probation 
sanction depending on the severity of conduct will be issued.; 

43. A severe warning sanction or above will be issued if student commit the following offences: 
1) Unauthorized entry into others’ computer information system, and cause harm; 
2) Illegally circumvent system or network security, unauthorized transfer of a file to use, read, or change the 

contents, which break computer information system.  
3) Illegally delete, modify, add the data and applications saved in others’ computer; 
4) Deliberately create or transmit viruses to influence others’ normal operation of the computer information 

system; 
5) Set up web services such as the agent, file transfer protocol, network applications without permission, 

which cause serious adversely consequences; 



 
6) Use the account and password of someone else and organization without permission, which cause serious 

adversely consequences; 
7) Malware transmitting of information on system vulnerabilities, instigating another to attack the website or 

information systems; 
8) Other violations of the administrative regulations of information management of state and school, which 

cause adverse consequences. 
44. No student shall fabricate and disseminate fake and unhealthy information, which cause adverse consequence. 

Otherwise, a severe warning or probation depending on the severity of conduct will be issued. 
45. No student shall violate the administrative regulations of university student associations and participate in the 

illegal activities under the organization of unapproved or approved associations. Otherwise, a severe warning 
sanction or above depending on the severity of conduct will be issued. For the organizers and planners, a 
more serious sanction will be issued. 

46. No student shall make and disseminate unlicensed newspaper, periodicals, books, videos and electrical 
publications, which cause consequences. Otherwise, a probation or above depending on the severity of 
conduct will be issued.. 

47. No student shall engage in conduct that is inappropriate for members of an academic institution, which 
violates university’s interests and causes an adverse consequence. Otherwise, severe warning punishment or 
probation depending on the severity of conduct will be issued.  

48. No student shall fake, alter, or illegally obtain school official documents, certificates, academic transcript, 
stamp , confidential materials and personal files. Otherwise, a severe warning sanction or probation depending 
on the severity of conduct will be issued. 

49. No student shall engage in conducts that violate the provisions regarding the administration of the school 
(such conduct includes, but is not limited to: underlease, transfer, and use school official documents, 
certificates, result report, stamp, confidential materials and personal files). If the student refuses to correct 
after warning, a probation sanction or below depending on the severity of conduct will be issued; if such 
conduct is engaged on the purpose of profit, a heavier sanction will be issued. 

50. No Student shall interfere with the administrators to perform their duties in accordance with the provisions of 
the school. Otherwise, a demerit record punishment or below depending on the severity of conduct will be 
issued. 

51. No student shall organize religious activities or propagandize in the university. If the student refuses to correct 
after warning, a demerit record or below depending on the severity of conduct will be issued. 

52. No student shall attempt or actual cause damage to property of the University (such conduct includes, but is 
not limited to: stain and destroy buildings, public post and hang the banner, or pick flowers). If the student 
refuses to correct after informing, a warning sanction will be issued. 

53. No student shall read the book or watch film related to pornography. If the student refuses to correct after 
informing, a warning sanction will be issued; for the organizers of group-watching, A severe warning or 
demerit record depending on the severity of conduct will be issued. 

54. No student shall have illegitimate sex with others, which cause adverse consequences. Otherwise, a severe 
warning or above depending on the severity of conduct will be issued.. 

55. No student shall drive a motor vehicle on campus. Otherwise, a warning or above depending on the severity 
of conduct will be issued. For those who drive without license and hurt others, a demerit record or above will 
be issued. 

56. No student shall violate the professional moral orders in the workplace of their social practice and intern, 
which cause adverse consequences. Otherwise, a probation or below depending on the severity of conduct 
will be issued.  



 
57. No student shall organize or engage in other activities which violate social morality and cause adverse 

consequences. Otherwise, a probation or below depending on the severity of conduct will be issued..  
 

Section Ⅳ  Administration of Discipline 
58. One or more of the sanctions may be imposed upon a student who has engaged in conduct which violates a 

rule, regulation, or administrative order of the University. The student affairs group in the school will 
investigate the nature of the conduct involved, the circumstances and conditions which existed at the time of 
the student engaged in such conduct, and the consequence of such conduct. After discussion, the discipline 
sanctions suggestion will be issued within 10 days and all documents related to students’ violations will be 
referred to Department of Student Affairs (DSA). 

The administration office of the university shall, where feasible, investigate reports of the commission of 
non-academic offences. They shall collect evidence timely and refer the evidence to student affair group of 
corresponding schools and help investigation.  

If necessary, Department of Student Affairs, Department of Teaching Affairs, Graduate School, Security 
Department can directly investigate students’ conduct, collect evidence, and propose a sanction within 10 days. 
Department of Teaching Affairs, Graduate School, Security Department should submit evidence on students’ 
violation to Department of Student Affairs.  

59. Student sanctions documents include： 
1) The investigation result and a sanction suggestion; 
2) The interrogation record; 
3) Other evidence (Documentary evidence, material evidence and testimony of witnesses) 

The investigation process should have two or more officers’ presence. Workers should show their 
certificate and make inquiry record. 

60.  After receiving the student violation sanction documents, the Department of Student Affairs should review 
and discuss if necessary, give final decision on sanction, and inform the students.  

61. After decision made, a official Decision Document should be presented including the subject, facts, evidence, 
result, the student’s right to appeal, and time limit.  

62. Disciplinary decision Document will be forward to the students and students should sign on it.  
If students refuse to sign, the school will invite two teachers or students as witness, the sender and witness 
will sign on it with explaining why it is refused. And then the decision will be left in the student’s dorm, 
which means the decision is sent.  

 If the decision can’t be sent with above ways, the decision will be posted on the school bulletin. If the 
decision has been posted for15 days, it is supposed that the decision has been sent to the student. 

The sanction will be take effect once the decision has been sent.  
63. The disciplinary sanction should be proclaimed in the University except for personal and national confidential 

information.. The expulsion sanction should be submitted to Education Department Fujian Province. 
64. The accused student may appeal a disciplinary sanction with a written appeal to Student Appeals Committee 

within five days after decision sent.  
During the appeal period, the sanction doesn't been suspended.  

65. For those who is expelled, school can provide a study certificate, and students should leave school within the 
time limit.  

66. Students with sanction of demerit or above will have the punishment record in their personnel archives and 
documentary archives; Students with sanction of severe warning or below will have the punishment in their 



 
documentary archives. 

 

Section Ⅴ Procedures to exempt from sanctions 
 
67. Students with first violation which has mild consequence will be issued sanctions below severe warning. If 

students can recognize and correct the mistake, they can apply to get exempted from disciplinary sanction. 
68. The accused sstudent can apply for exemption in written form after getting agreement from their school 

within five days of receiving disciplinary sanction notification.. 
69. Department of Student Affair should review and check the application. If applicable to the conditions of 

exemption, the disciplinary sanction can be removed. 
70. Student who obtains sanction exemption should attend social community service in accordance with related 

rules. Social service work should be adaptable to student’s mental and physical characteristics, which will be 
decided by the DSA. 

71. After completing social service, students should submit written report about it and the signature and opinion 
of the execution and supervision department.  

72. DSA will have inspection during students’ suspend period. If qualified, the decision will be removed. If 
unqualified, corresponding sanction will be given based on the procedures. 

Section Ⅵ Supplementary Articles 
73. This rules are applicable for all students who study in our school including overseas students. 
74. In these rules, “above” “below” including the sanction level itself. 
75. School can make details of enforcement regulations.  
76. DSA  is responsible for the interpretation of rules. 
77. This rules is implemented after issue. The old version (2005) expired at the same time.  
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------  
I have received this document 2014 厦门大学学生违纪处分规定 Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary 
Procedures,2014 
I will read it carefully and follow school rules.  
 
Name:                                        Student ID: 
 
Signature                                      Date: 


